Alveolar flooding: a computer simulation.
A validated computer simulation of pulmonary microvascular exchange (J.L. Bert and K.L. Pinder, Microvasc. Res., 27 (1984) 51-70) has been extended to include exchange with the air space (alveoli). Equations which hypothetically describe characteristics associated with this additional compartment and the exchange of both fluid and plasma proteins between the lung tissue and the alveolar space are presented. These are incorporated into the simulation which has been used to predict the behavior of the pulmonary microvascular exchange system including alveolar flooding. The predicted trends associated with alveolar flooding are reasonable. However, due to the lack of specific experimental or clinical findings, the simulation remains essentially unvalidated. The effect on alveolar flooding and interstitial edema of the parameters associated with the additional relationships is presented and discussed. Primarily, results for perturbations in circulatory pressure are presented. Additionally, changes in permeability characteristics are shown and discussed.